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We present equation of state (EOS) measurements of solid density copper heated to 5 – 10 eV.  A copper sample 
was heated isochorically by hydrogen ions accelerated from an adjacent foil by a high intensity pulsed laser, and 
probed optically.  The measured temperature and expansion are compared against simulations using the most up-to-
date wide range EOS tables available. 
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Warm dense matter (WDM) research has seen increasing activity in recent years as new experimental and 
computational tools allow unprecedented ability to study this difficult regime. Roughly associated with temperatures 
between 1-100 eV and densities between .1-10 times solid density, WDM presents great challenges both 
theoretically [1] and experimentally [2].  The relatively high temperature represents particle energy on the order of 
the Fermi energy, invalidating the classical condensed matter approach of perturbing around a zero temperature, 
while relatively high density and moderate temperature implies strong coupling between particles so that 
perturbations from an ideal plasma are likewise inadequate to describe the state.  Experimentally, this state of matter 
is difficult to reach since heating must occur on a timescale faster than the rapid expansion of the plasma.  High 
temperatures and pressures preclude confinement for any appreciable time, so any measurement of this highly 
transient state must be able to register data from an extremely brief moment in time.  

To date, the majority of experimental data relevant to the WDM equation of state (EOS) have come from strong 
shock experiments, [2-5].  While this class of EOS measurements has played a crucial role in guiding the 
development of EOS models, it accesses only a narrow range within temperature-density phase space.  Recent 
advances have enabled access to WDM states far from the principal shock Hugoniot through the rapid, isochoric 
heating of a solid density sample.  This is achieved using heating drivers such as hot electrons from direct intense 
pulsed laser irradiation of a sample  [6-8], ultra-bright x-rays from next generation light sources [9,10], and MeV 
pulsed ions.  Ion pulses sufficient for heating to WDM temperatures can be achieved at accelerator facilities [11], or 
by pulsed laser acceleration [12,13], with the later delivering ions in a much shorter pulse (picoseconds vs 
nanoseconds), rapidly heating targets of several micron thickness volumetrically to several eV temperatures over an 
area of > 100 µm.   

In this letter, we present measurements of the temperature and expansion rate of copper flash heated using protons 
generated from ultra-intense laser solid interactions. We heated solid density copper to temperatures ranging from 5 
to 10 eV on a picosecond timescale and measured the resulting dynamic copper plasma similar to recent experiments 
on warm dense aluminum [8,14-16]. Copper and other transition metals are interesting candidates for EOS study, in 
part because of the complexities arising from their orbital structure [17].  

The experiment was performed at the University of Texas at Austin on the GHOST laser, a 17 TW glass and 
OPCPA laser delivering 2 J of energy in a 115 fs (FWHM) pulse, with a shot rate of up to 1 per minute.  To generate 
the proton beams we used an f/3 off-axis parabolic mirror to focus the laser pulse to a 6 µm diameter spot, yielding a 
peak intensity of 4x1019 W/cm2.  This intense focal spot interacted with a 1 µm thick copper source foil to produce 
up to 6 × 1012 protons with a cutoff energy of ~6 MeV and an average energy of ~2 MeV, through the Target 
Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) mechanism [18,19].  The energy conversion efficiency from laser energy to 
protons above 300 keV was around 3% yielding 60 mJ in the proton pulse, enough to heat a 1 µm thick copper 
sample foil placed 200 µm from the target to temperatures approaching 10 eV.  The source and sample were 
produced by microfabrication techniques to achieve mirror-like flatness (< 300 nm deviation) with very precise 
spacing (± 5 µm) and thickness (± 100 nm). FIG. 1 illustrates the experimental layout. 

The proton spectra were measured using a calibrated, compact Thomson spectrometer in which signals were 
registered on imaging plates [20]. This allowed the various accelerated ion species to be distinguished, showing that 
most of the ions measured were H+ (protons). The transmitted ion energy spectra were measured on each data shot. 
To extrapolate spectra below the cutoff energy on shots with a sample foil, several shots were taken without a 
sample foil.  Also with the sample foil removed, we measured a half angle of approximately 10° in the proton 
divergence using radiochromic film (RCF), a measurement that required the integration of multiple shots because of 
low proton count in the sensitivity range of the RCF.  
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We used an absolutely calibrated Streaked Optical Pyrometry (SOP) [11,12,15,21] system to measure the time-
resolved spectral radiance at the back surface of the heated sample. The system employed a Hamamatsu C7700 high 
dynamic range ultrafast streak camera imaging 400 nm light from the heated target.  Details of the system 
calibration are given in Ref. [22].  The rear surface of the heated sample was imaged with an f/4.37 achromatic lens 
giving approximately 1:1 magnification to the streak camera slit. A 400 nm; 10 nm bandwidth interference filter was 
placed directly in front of the slit. This diagnostic measured the light emitted by the heated Cu slab with 1-D spatial 
resolution of 14 µm and temporal resolution of 5 picoseconds. From the image intensity of the light, the cone angle, 
and the spectral transmission of the collection optics, we measured the radiance at the target as a function of time.   

We measured the expansion at the back surface of the proton heated Cu sample using Fourier Domain 
Interferometry (FDI) [15,23-25].  A fraction of the laser energy was picked off at an early stage of amplification and 
compressed independently to the main pulse, leaving a linear chirp of 2.4 ps/nm, which correlated time to 
wavelength in a ~50 ps window. The probe was reflected with S polarization from the back surface of the heated 
sample, which was imaged to a Michelson interferometer referencing the heated region with a spatially separated 
unheated region and relay imaged to the slit of a spectrometer, with fringes falling perpendicular to the slit.  In this 
way, we measured the phase shift to within a fraction of the probe wavelength with temporal resolution of < 1 ps, 
and 1-dimensional spatial resolution better than 10 µm.  Reference FDI images of the unheated sample were taken 
prior to every shot to establish the background phase.   

The measurements made by the SOP and FDI are indicative of the temperatures and pressures of the heated material, 
respectively, while the measurement of the Thomson spectrometer determines the rate of deposition of internal 
energy into the sample as it is heated to a WDM plasma. To connect these measurements to the equation of state, we 
employed the 1-D radiative Lagrangian hydrodynamics code HYADES [26] to simulate the heating and expansion 
of the solid density sample foil. HYADES provides built-in EOS models but also accepts external EOS data tables 
for electron and ion internal energy and pressure as well as opacity, average ionization state, and other quantities. 
The use of a 1-D code is justified here because the measured expansion, up to ~1 – 2 µm, is far smaller than the 
transverse scale: the spatial heating profile is Gaussian-like with width greater than 100 µm. 

We derived the energy inputs to the simulations from the measured proton spectra, which was adjusted and 
extrapolated to cut-off energies for shots with a sample foil in place. We used data tables for stopping power in cold 
Cu [27] to determine the energy deposition as a function of depth in the material and proton energy, and the transit 
time of each proton energy over the 200 µm vacuum gap to convert this to a function of time and depth.  The 
Thomson spectrometer measures protons per MeV per steradian at the entrance to the spectrometer, but because 
TNSA protons originate from an extended source of 10s of microns [19], we estimated the intensity at the sample 
using a “virtual point source” origin for the ions, positioned approximately 100 µm behind the actual source target.  
The spatial scale of heating observed by the SOP and FDI were consistent with these assumptions, and the RCF 
measured cone angle.   However, different angular spreads are expected at different energies [28], which could not 
be distinguished with the RCF measurement for the important energies below 2 MeV.  The use of cold stopping 
powers is another approximation. However, for the temperatures observed in this experiment, the deviation from 
cold stopping powers should be small [29,30]. Overall, we estimated an uncertainty in the scaling of the energy 
deposition intensity of ±35%.  

The HYADES simulations were run for at least 110 ps after the arrival of the laser pulse, approximately the 
expansion timescale for the full foil thickness. From each simulation of a proton heated foil we could calculate the 
expected response of the SOP and FDI.  

We calculated the SOP signal using techniques appropriate for a short, dense, highly refractive plasma gradient 
[31,32]. Using a Helmholtz solver at both P and S polarizations to calculate the absorption profile, we calculate the 
emission considering the thermal gradient as outlined in Ref. [32]. Most of the thermal emission occurs near the 
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critical layer of electron density ~ 6.0×1021 cm-3, and the thermal gradient at the lower densities is slow. The 
dielectric function used in the Helmholtz solver was derived from a Drude calculation.   

In the figures we express the signal of the SOP in terms of a brightness temperature (BT) in eV, via Planck’s 
formula [33].  Although simulations show that the peak BT is close to the peak temperature at the critical density 
surface for 400 nm (e.g. emissivity is near 1), we note that the peak BT is shown in the simulations to be a factor of 
1.5 to 2.5 less than the peak temperature in the center of the sample [22], meaning that the measured brightness 
temperatures of > 5 eV presented here correspond to central temperatures of ~10 eV.  Simulations of brightness 
temperature vs time for the same ion input and various EOS models are presented in FIG. 2. 

We performed simulations using five different equation of state models for copper.  First was an ideal gas model, 
with pressure simply represented as P = (Z*+1)nikT, where Z* is the ionization level as determined by a Thomas 
Fermi model and ni is the ion density.  Next was SESAME table 3333 [34], an early global EOS model constructed 
from a patchwork of six theoretical models, with interpolations at their borders and over regions where none of them 
model were applicable. In this construction, the region of moderate density (.01 to 10 x ρsolid) and temperature (1 – 
100 eV) is mostly covered by interpolation.  Third we used the “quotidian” QEOS model [35], which is a global, 
thermodynamically consistent EOS by design, dividing Helmholtz free energy into three parts: a cold curve, ion 
thermal, and electron thermal contributions, and using it to calculate the thermodynamic quantities.  The electron 
thermal part is calculated using a Thomas Fermi model while the ion part from the Cowan EOS [35], which spans 
from a Debeye-Grunesian EOS in the solid phase to ideal gas at high temperature.  The cold curve is designed to 
match the measured bulk modulus of the solid material, which is taken as an input.  The more modern equations of 
state considered here all follow the same additive construction of the EOS from three free energy functions, with 
various levels of sophistication in the constituent models. SESAME tables 3337 [36]  are constructed using a 
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac electron thermal EOS, the Johnson ionic model [37], which is similar to the Cowen models 
with improvements to melting and liquid states, and a cold curve based on stabilized Jellium near solid density. 
RESEOS [38] uses an electron thermal model adapted from Inferno (a precursor to Purgatorio), an ideal gas ionic 
model, and a semi-empirical cold curve. The XEOS [39] tables for copper use the average-atom Purgatorio model 
for electrons, a similar ionic model to SESAME 3337 and QEOS, and a cold curve constructed similarly to QEOS’s. 
Though XEOS and RESEOS follow similar average atom model constructions for the electron EOS, the use of a 
simple ideal gas ionic model in RESEOS leads to a substantially lower pressure gradients near solid density and few 
eV temperatures, reflected in the simulations below. 

A consistent and accurate calculation of the Drude dielectric function for a given EOS requires knowledge of the 
associated average ionization state Z*.  Unfortunately, this is not always included with EOS tables.  For our 
simulations, only QEOS had a unique self-consistent determination of Z*, while we were forced to use a separate 
Thomas Fermi calculation, built into HYADES, for the SESAME EOS and ideal gas runs.  For average atom based 
models XEOS and RESEOS, the description of electronic structure is more complex and so Z* can be defined in 
several ways, based on the solutions of the wave equations. The three used here are defined in Ref. [17]:  For XEOS, 
we obtained tables for Zbg and Zfc, where  Zbg (“background”) represents strictly those electrons in the continuum 
portion of the wave function, and  Zfc (“free charge”) includes also quasi-bound and resonant states that are 
technically unbound (pressure ionized). Zbg is likely to be more appropriate for the Drude calculation. For RESEOS 
we used Zws, the density of electrons at the surface of the ion sphere multiplied by its volume, which is very close to 
Zbg for our conditions.  In the figures below, simulations for XEOS using both Zbg and Zfc are presented, to illustrate 
the significance of this choice. 

The FDI measures the change in position of the critical density surface for the probe wavelength and incident angle 
as a function of time. In this case, the reflection surface occurs at an electron density of 9.8 × 1020 cm-3. Outward 
motion of a reflecting surface by Δx imparts a phase shift of Δφ = -2 k0 Δx cosθ in a probe with wavelength λ0 
incident at an angle of θ, where k0=2π/λ0. However, the probe must pass through under-dense plasma in front of the 
critical layer, which also affects the phase. To account for this effect we again employed a Helmholtz wave solver, 
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this time to simulate the phase shift incurred by the probe laser in reflection as a function of time [40]. Here we 
present the measured and calculated values in terms of the “apparent expansion” and “apparent velocity” of a bare 
reflecting surface that would give the same phase shift. For our conditions the apparent velocity is calculated to be 
from 5-15% greater than the velocity of the critical density surface, and up to 5% different from a basic ray tracing 
approximation [40]. 

Simulations give the expected expansion, as measured by the FDI, for a given BT measurement of the SOP, for 
various EOS models.  By scaling the measured proton spectra within the estimated uncertainty of energy deposition, 
we could produce a simulation for each EOS model that fit the measured SOP trace well, as shown for an example 
shot in FIG. 3(A).  Note that the discrepancy from the measured SOP signal at early times, before the peak, consists 
mostly of optical transition radiation from electrons and the fastest protons passing through the sample [41].  This 
OTR burst is short and can be distinguished spatially because of the angle between laser forward and target normal 
directions.  We note also the poor fit of the ideal gas calculation after the peak.  For the same simulations and the 
same data shot, FIG. 3(B) shows the expansion measured at the center of the heated region along with the calculated 
apparent expansions.  We observe in measurement and simulations that the expansion reaches a roughly constant 
velocity at around 30-40 ps.  In this example the final slope of the measured expansion is, within uncertainty, 
consistent with the simulated curves of XEOS, for both ionization models, and Sesame 3337. 

The relationship between the peak brightness temperature (BT) and linear velocity is plotted for measurements and 
simulations in FIG. 4.  Each measurement point represents a single shot.  Error bars in the velocity direction result 
from a loss of fringe contrast as reflectivity decreases sharply from the heated target. Error in the BT axis is the 
estimated systematic and random error in the radiance measurement. We note that it was unnecessary to vary the 
laser pulse parameters to cover this temperature range: the natural shot-to-shot variation in the proton beam was 
enough.  Each curve in the figure was generated from a large set of simulations using a given EOS model, and the 
energy inputs were derived from the set of measured ion spectra taken over the course of the campaign.  Multiple 
scalings of each proton spectrum were used, covering the range of the uncertainty in the absolute energy deposition.  
For a given EOS model, the segments of the curve generated by the different spectra overlap almost exactly, despite 
wide differences in average ion energy and cutoff energy, and so each EOS can be presented as a single curve.  This 
also held true for moderate changes to the vacuum gap distance (± 10 µm). 

The position in FIG. 4 of each curve depends primarily on the pressures and the ionization levels given by the 
associated EOS.  Higher pressure drives faster expansion velocities and push the curve upward, while ionization 
level determines the location of the critical density surface relative to the ion density profile, with higher ionization 
levels leading to the probing of lower ion density layers, which are moving at higher velocity. Differences between 
the pressures predicted by the various EOS models were small near the critical surfaces, but large in the central 
higher density layers, with QEOS and Sesame 3337 predicting the highest pressures, and Sesame 3333 and RESEOS 
having the lowest. The tabulated ionization levels for XEOS and REOS are somewhat lower than those calculated 
by the Thomas Fermi model, explaining the position of their curves toward the lower right of FIG. 4.  The difference 
between XEOS with Zfc or Zbg being used in the Drude calculation isolates the influence of the ionization level 
calculation. 

We find that none of the advanced EOS models fit the measurements very well across the full range of temperatures 
we explored.  A larger data set, ideally with improved measurement accuracy in the expansion measurement, will be 
needed to provide better statistics to significantly constrain the EOS models.  Also, this technique requires that the 
prediction of the dielectric function in the expanding plasma be well estimated.  For the Drude model, this requires 
an appropriate self-consistent determination of the density of free electrons, but one might also consider more 
advanced calculations of the dielectric functions [42], as they are critical to optical measurements.   

In conclusion, we have presented an experiment in which we probed a largely unexplored region of temperature-
density space of warm dense copper by measuring the expansion and temperature of a proton-heated solid. We 
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present a useful means to reduce a large set of shots to a single plot for straightforward benchmarking of various 
EOS models.  Large differences between the models for this temperature range show an opportunity for 
improvement as more data are collected. 

We gratefully acknowledge David Young and Philip Sterne of LLNL in helping us obtain and understand the XEOS 
tables for copper and for generating associated ionization tables, Scott Crockett of LANL for providing SESAME 
tables and information about their construction, Anton Ovechkin for providing RESEOS tables for copper, and Jon 
Larsen of Cascade Applied Sciences, Inc., for support of HYADES.  This work was supported by the U.S. 
Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration under Cooperative agreement DE-NA0002008. 

  

FIG. 1.  Schematic of experimental layout.  Laser is incident at 45°; FDI probe angle is 9.46°; SOP viewing angle is 
22.5°; Thomson measures ions in source target normal direction. 
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FIG. 2.  Brightness temperature versus time for the six models with the same heating profile, as derived 
from the measured ions of a specific shot. XEOS results are shown for two different definitions of Z* 
being used to calculate the dielectric function for the Helmholtz equation. 
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FIG. 3. Measured and simulated brightness temperature (A) and expansion rate (B).  Measurements 
(black curves and points) are taken in the central region of heating.  One simulation is given for each of 
six models, where the energy inputs are individually scaled such that the peak BT matches that of the 
measurement.  Measured expansion and the derivative of the smoothed curve are shown, along with the 
determination of final velocity.   
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FIG. 4: Final expansion velocity vs brightness temperature for measurements and simulations. Curves 
show simulations using various equation of state models.  Each measured data point represents a single 
shot, with error bars based on the estimated certainty of each measurement. For QEOS, individual 
simulations are shown as dots to show the maximum deviations from the curve. 
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